The way in which normal variations in human neuroanatomy relate to brain function remains largely uninvestigated. This study addresses the question by relating anatomical measurements of Heschl's gyrus (HG), the structure containing human primary auditory cortex, to how this region processes temporal and spectral acoustic information. In this study, subjects' right and left HG were identified and manually indicated on anatomical magnetic resonance imaging scans. Volumes of gray matter, white matter, and total gyrus were recorded, and asymmetry indices were calculated. Additionally, cortical auditory activity in response to noise stimuli varying orthogonally in temporal and spectral dimensions was assessed and related to the volumetric measurements. A high degree of anatomical variability was seen, consistent with other reports in the literature. The auditory cortical responses showed the expected leftward lateralization to varying rates of stimulus change and rightward lateralization of increasing spectral information. An explicit link between auditory structure and function is then established, in which anatomical variability of auditory cortex is shown to relate to individual differences in the way that cortex processes acoustic information. Specifically, larger volumes of left HG were associated with larger extents of rate-related cortex on the left, and larger volumes of right HG related to larger extents of spectral-related cortex on the right. This finding is discussed in relation to known microanatomical asymmetries of HG, including increased myelination of its fibers, and implications for language learning are considered.
Introduction
The question of how normal variation in brain anatomy relates to differences in brain function is fundamental in the field of neuroscience and intrigues neuroscientists, psychologists, and philosophers alike. Human auditory cortex provides an excellent model system in which to investigate these relationships because there are established interhemispheric differences in both structure and function, but direct relationships have been elusive [but see Schneider et al. (2002 Schneider et al. ( , 2005 ]. This study examines the structure-function question in the context of basic building blocks of language (rapid acoustic changes) and music (complex frequency information). Although both speech and music recruit neural systems distributed throughout the brain (Tervaniemi and Hugdahl, 2003; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007) , the spectrotemporal trade-off model of acoustic processing states that functional lateralization of acoustic encoding contributes to the leftwardlateralizing elements of language and the rightward-lateralizing elements of music . This model is based on studies showing enhanced sensitivity to rapid acoustic changes in left auditory cortex (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 1999; Zatorre and Belin, 2001; Schönwiesner et al., 2005; Jamison et al., 2006) and preferential processing of complex spectral information in right auditory cortex (Zatorre, 1988; Johnsrude et al., 2000; Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2001; Patterson et al., 2002) .
Structurally, a number of studies have shown leftward asymmetries in the volume of Heschl's gyrus (HG), the location of human primary auditory cortex (Morosan et al., 2001 ). This asymmetry is largely attributable to greater white matter volumes, likely related to a greater number of fibers and/or increased myelination (Penhune et al., 1996; Anderson et al., 1999; Chance et al., 2006) . The spectrotemporal trade-off model proposes that microstructural properties may underlie observed hemispheric differences in auditory processing, in that greater myelination and connectivity in left auditory cortex may underlie that region's specialization for handling fast temporal information.
Conversely, denser, more interconnected columnar structure in right auditory cortex appears more conducive to evaluating fine frequency distinctions (Seldon, 1981 (Seldon, , 1982 Anderson et al., 1999; Sigalovsky et al., 2006) . However, a relationship between cortical structure and acoustic processing has never been directly established.
Here, we used structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to assess the relationship between the volume of auditory cortex and its functional response to spectrally and temporally varying auditory stimuli. We used a well established protocol to label and measure HG volumes from structural MRI scans and adapted a well controlled stimulus set consisting of amplitude-modulated noise bands varying orthogonally in their temporal modulation rate and number of spectral components to assess auditory cortical responses (Schönwiesner et al., 2005) . We tested the hypotheses that variance in HG asymmetry and/or volume of left HG (LHG) across individuals would predict the response to increasing rate of temporal change, and variance in HG asymmetry and/or volume of right HG (RHG) would relate to the response to increasing spectral density.
Materials and Methods
Twelve normal right-handed adults with no history of neurological problems participated in this study (7 female, 5 male, average age 27). Handedness was verified with the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) . Normal and symmetric hearing was verified through an audiologic exam. After preprocessing the functional data, it was noted that one subject's data had severe motion artifact, and another dataset had an unacceptably low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), leaving 10 useable datasets. All scanning was performed on a 3T Siemens Trio scanner fitted with an eight-channel headcoil.
Anatomy
Acquisition. Anatomical scans were collected as T1-weighted wholebrain three-dimensional volumes (magnetization-prepared rapidacquisition gradient echo) with a repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE) of 2100 ms/2.4 ms, flip angle (FA) of 15°, and an inversion time of 1100 ms. Matrix size was 256 ϫ 256, field of view (FOV) 22 cm, and slice thickness 1 mm, with a resolution of 0.86 ϫ 0.86 ϫ 1.0 mm. Sequence parameters were optimized for the 3T Trio system.
Preprocessing. BIST (Brain Imaging Software Toolbox) was used for all processing of the anatomical data (McConnell Brain Imaging Center at the Montreal Neurological Institute). T1 volumes were preprocessed to maintain any morphological distinctions between participants and across hemispheres within individual brains. They were normalized to a right/left symmetric template of standard stereotaxic space using only linear transformations to avoid warping of pertinent brain structures (Collins et al., 1994) . All volumes were then corrected for intensity nonuniformities (Sled et al., 1998) . The T1 volumes were randomly flipped in the left/right dimension before labeling by someone not involved in brain labeling so that labelers were blind to hemisphere and could not be biased by this knowledge.
Analysis. Right and left HG were identified and manually indicated on each subject's T1 volume as described in our previous work (Penhune et al., 1996 (Penhune et al., , 2003 Wong et al., 2008) . This system of landmarks and guidelines used for delineating HG on MRI scans was developed to give the best estimate of the location of primary auditory cortex from gross morphological features (Penhune et al., 1996) . This definition was based on a postmortem study in which the location of primary auditory cortex was determined cytoarchitectonically and related to the gross morphology of the temporal lobe (Rademacher et al., 1993) . The results of that study have been confirmed by a subsequent postmortem investigation that integrated cytoarchitectonic data and gross morphology in standardized stereotactic space (Morosan et al., 2001) . Most importantly, the location of primary auditory cortex identified from gross anatomical landmarks in the Penhune et al. (1996) study overlapped almost entirely with the average location of primary auditory cortex as identified by cytoarchitecture in the Morosan study (Hall et al., 2002) . Briefly, this definition includes the gyral region bounded anteriorly by the first transverse sulcus, and posteriorly by Heschl's sulcus. In the cases when a sulcus intermedius was present, if that sulcus extended at least half the length of the gyrus, it was considered a gyral duplication. In this case, the sulcus intermedius was extended in a straight line to the gyral base, and the gyrus anterior to the sulcus intermedius was taken as HG. If the sulcus intermedius extended less than half the length of the gyrus, it was not considered a gyral duplication, and Heschl's sulcus formed the posterior boundary. For common-stem duplications (one instance in this dataset), we painted two labels. In one label, we extended Heschl's sulcus in a straight line to the base of the stem and painted HG anterior to that line. For the second label, we included all of the first label plus the entire stem common to both gyri by extending a line perpendicular to Heschl's sulcus across the posterior gyrus and painting medially from that line to the base of the stem. We ran all statistics with gyral volumes from both of these labels, and the results did not differ. Values from the second label are shown. The software Display allowed simultaneous viewing of all three planes of section, a crucial advantage to performing these measurements accurately (Rademacher et al., 1993; MacDonald et al., 1994) . This manual identification method allows us to capture individual variations in HG anatomy more fully than automatic methods permit. Labeled structures were automatically segmented into gray and white matter volumes (Collins et al., 1995) . Gray and white matter and total gyral volumes were recorded, and asymmetry indices were calculated using the standard formula: asymmetry index (AI) ϭ (L_volume Ϫ R_volume)/ (L_volume ϩ R_volume). Therefore, positive values indicate larger left volume. To illustrate this technique, Figure 1 shows left and right HG manually outlined on a representative T1 volume.
Function
Acquisition. Functional T2* images were obtained using echoplanar imaging (EPI), with each scan collecting 20 3-mm-thick slice images ori- ented parallel to the Sylvian fissure, covering the temporal lobes and surrounding area with a resolution of 3.44 ϫ 3.44 ϫ 3 mm (TE ϭ 30 ms, FA ϭ 90°, matrix size ϭ 64 ϫ 64, FOV 220 with 100% phase, acquisition time 1.2 s, EPI factor ϭ 64). A sparse sampling technique with clustered image acquisition was used to ensure that any blood oxygenation leveldependent (BOLD) response related to loud scanning noises had diminished before the next scan took place (Belin et al., 1999; Hall et al., 1999; Wong et al., 2007) . A TR of 8 s was used, with a delay of 6.8 s. Therefore, each trial's 1.2 s of scanning began 0.2 s before the end of the stimulus. Because the BOLD response corresponds to neural activity occurring seconds before the scan, this overlap did not affect the results. Scanner and stimulus presentation computers synchronized each trial via a trigger. All subjects wore custom headphones made out of ear defenders modified to allow auditory stimuli in through a hollow tube while decreasing the amount of scanner noise reaching the listener's ears by 30 dB. An acoustic blanket constructed of loaded vinyl and fiberglass matting (Singer Safety Company) was also placed firmly along the inside wall of the scanner's bore, further attenuating the scanner noise without any alteration of the MR signal. During a recent scanner upgrade, noisereducing foam was inserted into the magnet case itself, substantially reducing the amount of noise output by the scanner during data acquisition.
Stimuli. Stimuli based on M. Schönwiesner's Random Spectrogram Stimuli (Schönwiesner et al., 2005) were created in Matlab (The MathWorks) by orthogonally manipulating temporal and spectral parameters of a 7 s noise stimulus spanning 200 -6000 Hz. This stimulus paradigm was carefully chosen for its ability to orthogonally vary temporal and spectral stimulus characteristics during a single fMRI trial. Stimuli were created by constructing a two-dimensional (time and frequency) random field spectrogram and converting it into sound. To create this spectrogram, the time window is divided into a specified number of bins of equal duration. Similarly, the frequency axis is divided into a specified number of bins of equal size based on the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (Moore and Glasberg, 1983) . A random field is applied to the resulting time/frequency grid, with one number per spectrotemporal bin indicating intensity level. Then, 980 sine waves are fit to cover the spectrogram, with the level of each wave following the contour of the random field (see Fig. 2 for a schematic). By combining temporal and spectral bins into a single stimulus, the spectrogram appears as a checkerboard pattern, with blocks of various intensities. All stimuli have 5 ms on and off ramps, and are ramped 10 ms between intensity changes.
A Base stimulus served as an anchor for both acoustic manipulations, with three large frequency bins of ϳ1.5 octaves that changed intensity at a rate of 3 Hz. The temporal manipulations produced three additional stimuli, each with increasing rates of change (5 Hz: Rate1, 10 Hz: Rate2, 33 Hz: Rate3), maintaining the frequency information in the Base stimulus. The spectral manipulations also produced three additional stimuli, each with decreasing sizes of frequency bins (6 bins of ϳ 981 cents each: Spect1, 30 bins of ϳ196 cents each: Spect2, and 294 bins of ϳ20 cents each: Spect3), maintaining the temporal information in the Base stimulus. A silent condition was included in which no stimulus was presented. Thirty tokens of each stimulus were created so that no exact stimulus was heard more than once. Level version 2.0 software was used to normalize all stimuli to equal dB RMS (Bob Tice and Tom Carrell, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE). Stimuli were presented binaurally through headphones at 90 dB sound pressure level (SPL) at a sampling rate of 22,050 Hz. Thirty trials of each of the eight conditions were presented in a pseudorandom order (same order for each subject, 240 total trials). Presentation order was calculated by OptSeq such that the same condition was not presented more than three times in a row (one occurrence) and each condition's stimulus trials are spread across the testing session. Subjects were requested to press a button each time they heard a stimulus to maintain alertness.
Preprocessing. SPM2 software was used for all preprocessing and analyses of fMRI data (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College London). Typical preprocessing steps were followed [motion correction, coregistration to T1, resampling into standardized space using the MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) EPI template, smoothed to full-width at half-maximum ϭ 6 mm]. Additionally, for each functional volume, SNR was computed for each voxel (Parrish et al., 2000) .
The spectral density of the Spect3 condition (200 -6000 Hz divided into 294 bins) was intended to challenge the spectral processing capabilities of the auditory system. However, the spectral bins of this condition appear to have been too dense to be processed discretely. The highest spectral condition used in the Schönwiesner et al. (2005) study on which the stimuli were modeled divided 200 Hz to 16 kHz into 16 bins. Within our Spect3 condition, the spectral density ranged from ϳ17 to 25 bins per critical band (Zwicker, 1961) . For comparison, the spectral density of the Spect2 condition ranged from ϳ1.5 to 2.5 critical bands per spectral bin, and those of the Spect1 and Base conditions spanned critical bands, from ϳ2.5 to 6.5 critical bands per spectral bin. Additionally, the Spect3 stimulus was processed in a manner distinct from the responses to the other experimental conditions. It evoked a response considerably weaker than the Base condition, yet stronger than silence in all subjects. This response pattern is consistent with what one would expect from a noise stimulus containing a single spectral bin spanning the entire frequency range, e.g., white noise, and can be seen online in supplemental Figure 1 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). For these reasons, the Spect3 condition was not included in the analyses reported below.
Analysis. Covariation analyses identified voxels that increased activity with increasing rate of stimulus change or increasing spectral complexity. The BOLD response for each subject covarying with acoustic rate or spectral information was assessed using parameter number as a covariate: (1 ϭ Base, 2 ϭ Rate1, 3 ϭ Rate2, 4 ϭ Rate3) or (1 ϭ Base, 2 ϭ Spect1, 3 ϭ Spect2). The resulting t-statistic maps identify voxels in which the slope of the regression is significantly different from zero, meaning that those regions covary with rate of stimulus change or spectral complexity. A second-level analysis was performed on the individual covariation results to observe the effects at the group level.
In a region of interest (ROI) analysis, individual activity levels were extracted for each condition within an ROI determined by the manually marked HG labels described above (right and left), providing a description of activity originating in auditory cortex including primary regions. For this analysis, a finite impulse response-based model including all conditions was created in SPM to determine the amount of BOLD activity associated with each condition for each subject. Marsbar software extracted ROI activity levels from this model (Brett et al., 2002) . (2005)]. Stimuli of 1 s duration are depicted with time on the x-axis and spectrum on the y-axis. Actual stimuli were 7 s. Shades of gray denote signal intensity. A, Depiction of a Base stimulus (far left) and its three orthogonal manipulations. Note that the three upper stimuli maintain three temporal bins but increase the number of spectral components. Similarly, the lower three stimuli maintain three frequency bins but increase the number of temporal bins. B, A sound with a spectrogram equal to the random field is constructed by modulating the amplitude of the sine tone components (6 tones in this example; actual stimuli used 980 tones) with the random field values. The sine tones are then added to create the time-domain stimulus that is then converted to sound.
Results

Anatomy
The literature on the anatomy of Heschl's gyrus indicates a highly variable morphology (Leonard et al., 1998; Morosan et al., 2001) , and our dataset bore this out. Of the 20 gyri assessed in this study, nine gyral duplications were noted, with nearly equal incidence on right and left (five on left), a proportion of duplicate gyri consistent with previous reports [summarized by Penhune et al. (1996) ]. All duplications on the right and one on the left were complete, indicated by a sulcus intermedius extending the length of the gyrus. Of the remaining left duplications, two were formed by a sulcus intermedius extending from the gyral base, leaving the lateral gyral ends fused, one had a sulcus intermedius that did not quite extend fully either medially or laterally, and one was formed by a sulcus intermedius that started at the lateral end of the gyri but did not extend to the gyral base, leaving the anterior and posterior gyri with a common stem. One rater labeled all gyri, and a second rater labeled 70% of them as a reliability check. Interrater reliability, calculated by correlating total HG volume across raters, was high (Pearson's r ϭ 0.937). To directly compare our measurements to those published previously, we calculated normative ranges of volumes and asymmetry indices from a composite of all Penhune et al.'s published normal data (1996, experiments 1 and 2: n ϭ 40; 2003, hearing subjects only: n ϭ 10). No differences were found between our data and the Penhune data for left HG volume, right HG volume, or asymmetry index (independent sample t tests, p Ͼ 0.1 all comparisons), indicating our measurements are consistent with previously published reports. We found the typical HG asymmetry distribution with leftward asymmetry more common (Penhune et al., 1996; Chance et al., 2006) . Of our 10 subjects, 5 were leftward asymmetric (AI Ͼ 0.1), 3 were rightward asymmetric (AI Ͻ Ϫ0.1), and 2 were symmetric (0.1 Ͼ AI Ͼ Ϫ0.1) (see Table 1 ). Asymmetries of gray and white matter, which always went in the same direction within subjects, were strongly correlated (r ϭ 0.922, p Ͻ 0.001), although strength of asymmetry (absolute value of AI) was stronger for white than gray matter (paired t ϭ 4.217, p Ͻ 0.005).
Function
Covariation analyses
Both temporal and spectral covariation analyses revealed bilateral regions along the length of HG and onto planum temporale, including core and belt regions, showing increased BOLD activity in response to increasing rate of stimulus change and spectral complexity, respectively. The cortical areas covarying with rate of stimulus change overlapped areas seen in similar studies addressing functional lateralization of temporal auditory processing (Zatorre and Belin, 2001; Schönwiesner et al., 2005; Jamison et al., 2006) and included core and belt regions centered on HG (Sweet et al., 2005) . In the temporal analysis, a larger region of significance was seen on the left, located more posteriorly than that on the right (7965 mm 3 on left vs 5184 mm 3 on right) (Fig.  3A , Table 2 ). The region covarying with temporal information extended more posteriorly and surrounded HG slightly more than the region covarying with spectral information on the left. On the right, the temporally covarying region extended more anterolaterally along the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and posterolaterally onto the middle temporal gyrus than the spectral covariations. The spectral analysis revealed larger regions of significance than the temporal analysis bilaterally, with a larger region of significance on the right than on the left (16,767 mm 3 on right vs 16,119 mm 3 on left) (Fig. 3B , Table 2 ). The spectral region of covariation extended substantially more anteriorly and posteriorly along the STG, and covered more planum temporale bilaterally than the temporal region of covariation.
We overlaid our covariation significance maps with Morosan's probability maps of three HG subdivisions thresholded at 50% probability. These subdivisions divide HG into three cytoarchitectonically distinct regions in the posteromedial to anterolateral direction. The center region, Te1.0, is thought to correspond with the auditory koniocortical core field, with Te1.1 positioned posteromedially, and Te1.2 anterolaterally. In the temporal covariation analysis, significant regions on the left included most of Te1.0 and all of Te1.1. It did not extend to Te1.2 on the left. On the right, significant regions included portions of all three regions. In the spectral covariation analysis, significant regions on the left included all of areas Te1.0 and Te1.1, and a slight amount of Te1.2. On the right, significant regions included all of Te1.0, most of Te1.1, and a portion of Te1.2. Activity in core auditory regions is not always found to covary with acoustic parameters, but this result was seen in the Schönwiesner et al. (2005) study using similar stimuli.
Temporal ROI analysis
Activation strength in response to each temporal condition was extracted from individual HG ROIs (Fig. 3C) . A 2 ϫ 4 ANOVA of side (left vs right) by rate (Base, Rate1, Rate2, Rate3) was performed. A main effect of rate was found (F ϭ 5.4, df ϭ 3, 27, p ϭ 0.005), with no main effect of side (F ϭ 0.20, df ϭ 1, 9, p Ͼ 0.6). A significant rate-by-side interaction was found (F ϭ 4.5, df ϭ 3, 27, p ϭ 0.01). Planned comparison one-way paired t tests between left and right activity within each temporal condition helped inform the interaction result. Significant differences between sides were found for the base condition, with right more active than left (t ϭ 2.38, df ϭ 9, p Ͻ 0.05), and the Rate3 condition, with left more active than right (t ϭ 1.9, df ϭ 9, p Ͻ 0.05). Left and right responses did not differ in Rate1 and Rate2 conditions ( p Ͼ 0.05 both comparisons). Post hoc Wilcoxon signedrank tests compared activity levels between conditions within sides. Setting the ␣ at 0.01 to account for multiple comparisons, activity on the left was significantly greater in the Rate3 condition than either Base or Rate1 (Z ϭ 2.6, p Ͻ 0.01 both comparisons). No differences between conditions were detected on the right ( p Ͼ 0.01 all comparisons). 
Spectral ROI analysis
Activation strength in response to each spectral condition was also extracted from individually marked HG ROIs and submitted to a 2 ϫ 3 ANOVA of side (left vs right) by spectral condition (Base, Spect1, Spect2) (Fig. 3D) . A main effect of condition was found (F ϭ 12.9, df ϭ 2, 18, p Ͻ 0.0005), with no main effect of side (F ϭ 2.4, df ϭ 1, 9, p Ͼ 0.1). No interaction was found (F ϭ 1.4, df ϭ 2, 18, p Ͼ 0.2). To investigate the main effect of condition, post hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests compared activity between conditions collapsed across sides. The Base condition had significantly lower activity levels than either Spect1 (Z ϭ 2.8, p ϭ 0.005) or Spect2 (Z ϭ 2.7, p ϭ 0.007). Planned comparison oneway paired t tests between left and right activity were also performed. Aside from the right/left difference reported above for the Base condition, neither spectral condition significantly differed ( p Ͼ 0.05 both comparisons).
Relating structure to function
The chief goal of this study was to relate structural HG measurements to degree of lateralization of HG activity in response to acoustically manipulated sounds. We wanted to test the prediction that normal variations in HG volumes would be related to normal variations in acoustic processing. Our analyses support this claim.
Anatomy
Subjects were divided into groups based on their pattern of anatomical HG asymmetry. The leftward asymmetric group (LHG Ͼ RHG) included five subjects with larger left HG than right HG, and the non-leftward asymmetric group (LHG Յ RHG) included five subjects with either symmetric or rightward asymmetric HG.
Function
Two ROI pairs in left and right auditory cortex were constructed, based on the regions showing significant covariation with the temporal and spectral manipulations described above (Fig.  3 A, B) . To control for differences in left and right HG volumes, we made each ROI pair symmetric by adding its right/left mirror image to itself, thus equating the size of search areas in the right and left hemispheres. Hence, the symmetric ROIs are maximally sensitive to all voxels that show a response to the stimulus, but are unbiased with respect to the question of interest, right versus left degree of response. This method also avoids unnecessarily penalizing those with atypical HG patterns, e.g., right larger than left HG. The extent of activity significantly covarying with stimulus change within right and left ROIs was compared using two 2 ϫ 2 group-by-side ANOVAs. These were followed by planned within-group Wilcoxon signed-rank tests comparing extent of acoustically covarying activity within the left versus right ROIs. In addition, the correlation between HG volume in each hemisphere and the number of voxels that covaried with the acoustic manipulation was assessed. (Fig. 4 A) . To further understand the relationship between left and right HG volume and the extent of rate-related activity within right and left HG, we combined the data from both groups and performed Spearman's correlational analyses relating total HG volume to extent of rate-related activity within the ROI on each side. This analysis revealed a continuous structure-function relationship between left HG volume and the extent of cortex showing raterelated activity within the left ROI (Fig. 4 B) (r ϭ 0.65, p Ͻ 0.05). A similar effect was not seen on the right (Fig. 4C ) (r ϭ 0.03, p Ͼ 0.9), suggesting a vital role of cortical rate processing in this structure-function relationship, as opposed to the idea that a larger amount of cortex will simply activate more voxels. Mean effect size of the cortical region significantly covarying with rate within the left and right ROIs was also extracted for each subject and subjected to the same 2 ϫ 2 group-by-side ANOVA as the extent data. No significant effects were found.
Temporal structure-function analysis
Spectral structure-function analysis
No main effect of either side or group was found (F Ͻ 1, df ϭ 1, 8, p Ͼ 0.3 both analyses), but the side-by-group interaction effect was significant (F ϭ 5.6, df ϭ 1, 8, p Ͻ 0.05). Within-group Wilcoxon signed-rank tests comparing extents in left and right ROIs informed this interaction effect. In the LHG Ͼ RHG group, a trend toward larger extents in the right ROI was found (Z ϭ 1.75, p ϭ 0.08) (Fig. 4 D) . No right/left difference was seen in the LHG Յ RHG group (Z ϭ 0.81, p Ͼ 0.4). As in the temporal analysis, strength of covariation between HG volume and extent of spectrally related cortex within the corresponding ROI was assessed using Spearman correlations. An opposite pattern to that seen in the temporal analysis was found. Left HG volumes did not significantly correlate with the extent of spectrally related cortex in the left ROI (r ϭ 0.16, p Ͼ 0.6) (Fig. 4 E) . In contrast, right HG volumes significantly correlated with extent of spectrally related cortex in the right ROI (r ϭ 0.66, p Ͻ 0.05) (Fig. 4 F) .
Mean effect size of the cortical region significantly covarying with spectral complexity within the left and right ROIs was also extracted for each subject and subjected to the same 2 ϫ 2 groupby-side ANOVA as the extent data. No significant effects were found.
Discussion
This study investigated how normal variations in cortical anatomy are reflected in cortical function. We predicted that the relationship between auditory cortical structure and function would differ between temporal and spectral acoustic parameters in a manner consistent with the spectrotemporal model of acoustic processing. These data provide a direct link between normal variations in auditory cortical anatomy and variations in auditory processing of spectral and temporal cues. Specifically, statistical mapping of BOLD activity analyzed with covariation and ROI techniques indicated leftward lateralization for processing of rapidly changing stimuli, and rightward lateralization for processing of spectrally complex stimuli. These data are consistent with the spectrotemporal model of lateralization and corroborate previous studies (Schwartz and Tallal, 1980; Robin et al., 1990; Belin et al., 1998; Zatorre and Belin, 2001; Schönwiesner et al., 2005; Jamison et al., 2006) . These data also support the theory of asymmetric sampling in time, which posits that left auditory cortex integrates over relatively short periods of time, and the right integrates over relatively long periods (Poeppel, 2003) . Accordingly, our data showed lateralization of the slowest rate (3 Hz) to the right and the fastest rate (33 Hz) to the left. Anatomical variability of HG measured here is also consistent with other reports (Penhune et al., 1996 (Penhune et al., , 2003 Leonard et al., 1998; Morosan et al., 2001; Wong et al., 2008) . However, the present data are the first explicitly linking anatomical variability to individual differences in both temporal and spectral acoustic processing. 
Individual anatomical variation of HG relates to acoustic processing
People with the typical pattern of leftward HG asymmetry showed opposite patterns of functional activity in response to temporal versus spectral acoustic changes. Consistent with the spectrotemporal trade-off model of acoustic processing, they had larger extents of rate-related cortex in LHG and tended toward larger extents of spectral-related cortex in RHG. We also saw larger LHG associate with temporal processing and larger RHG associate with spectral processing when looking at absolute HG volumes, regardless of typical or atypical HG asymmetry. The specificity of the temporal and spectral structure-function relationships to single and opposite HG supports the notion that the relationships are founded on the response to acoustic manipulations, and are not simply attributable to larger cortical regions necessarily producing more activity. Indeed, HG volume did not predict response strength. This indicates that a bigger left HG may recruit a larger cortical region for rate-related processing, but the active region will not show increased activity levels over those with a smaller gyrus. The finding that functional responses from those with the typical HG asymmetry pattern was consistent with much of the functional spectrotemporal literature makes sense in that subject samples from those studies likely include more people with larger left HG than with larger right HG. The idea that more cortical area is required for increased resolution or specialization may be a central property of the sensorimotor system. Penfield's classic studies revealed that larger sensorimotor cortex regions are devoted to the hand than to other similarly sized body parts, such as the knee, to support the increased hand sensitivity and control finer movements necessary for hand use (Penfield and Boldrey, 1937) . Additionally, more cortex in the primary visual area is devoted to the fovea, the retinal region responsible for our high-resolution central vision, than the surrounding area, which processes peripheral vision at a lower resolution (Holmes, 1918) . Therefore, the larger cortical auditory region recruited in some of the subjects in the present study may reflect an increased sensitivity to rapid auditory input in those subjects. This increased cortical representation might be associated with a larger number of neurons or more fibers.
White matter volume did not selectively relate to lateralization of auditory temporal or spectral processing. However, consistent with previous work, volumetric asymmetries were larger in white than in gray matter, lending support to the importance of white matter structural characteristics in processing temporal acoustic features (Penhune et al., 1996) . Although we suspect that microstructural white matter differences between left and right HG may be driving the lateralization of rapid auditory processing, volumetric asymmetry of white matter may be too gross a measure to see this effect. In our sample, white, gray, and total volume asymmetries were highly correlated. Uncovering the distinct influence of white matter on auditory lateralization may require direct assessment of its microstructure with techniques such as diffusion tensor imaging.
The results described in this paper were found with a small number of subjects, necessarily reducing statistical power. However, our anatomical and functional analyses were consistent with previous reports. Additionally, the structure-function relationships found were specific both to side of HG and acoustical property, and were consistent with predictions based on the spectrotemporal model of acoustic processing. The coherent patterns in our results therefore give us confidence in their validity.
HG anatomy and language learning
Left HG structure has recently been implicated in language learning. Wong et al. (2008) found that subjects who successfully learned to associate foreign (Mandarin-like) pitch patterns with word meaning had larger left HG volume than those who had difficulty learning these associations. Although spectral changes determined the semantic pitch patterns, the learning task required subjects to attend moment-to-moment pitch changes, a temporally demanding task. Additionally, Golestani et al. (2002 Golestani et al. ( , 2007 showed that people who quickly learned to discriminate foreign speech sounds (Hindi-like retroflex consonants differing in 40 ms formant transitions) had greater concentration of white matter in left HG and parietal areas than those who learned more slowly. The present results suggest that a larger left HG, associated with a larger extent of rate-responsive cortex, could be associated with more efficient processing of speech-related cues, which could facilitate learning and perceiving new speech sounds. We might therefore predict that subjects in this study with leftward asymmetric HGs would be better at learning these linguistic tasks. In contrast to our findings, a previous study found no clear relationship between HG volume and language lateralization, as measured with the intracarotid sodium amytal test (Dorsaint-Pierre et al., 2006) , but did find that gray matter density in Broca's area predicted lateralization. This finding likely relates to the speech production task used to elicit lateralization in that study, whereas the present study used a purely perceptual paradigm. It is also possible that HG volume may only relate to speech perception when learning new speech sounds, a time when acoustic fidelity impacts perception more strongly than once linguistic proficiency has been reached (Takata and Nabelek, 1990 ; Garcia Lecumberri and Cooke, 2006) .
HG volume, musicianship, and tonal processing
Two comprehensive studies link volumetric HG measures to tonal processing and musicianship (Schneider et al., 2002 (Schneider et al., , 2005 . In the 2002 study, musicians showed larger HG gray matter than nonmusicians across hemispheres. Additionally, subjects with more HG gray matter had higher musical aptitude scores and larger early cortical responses to tonal stimuli. In the 2005 study, relative left and right volumes of lateral HG gray matter determined how subjects perceived ambiguous tones. Those relying on spectral cues showed a rightward asymmetry, and those relying on fundamental frequency showed a leftward asymmetry. Interestingly, lateralization of early cortical responses to these same tones mimicked the anatomical asymmetries. Together, these studies relate the absolute size of HG gray matter volume to musical aptitude, and its relative size to perceptual strategy. The present study specifically relates absolute size of right HG to the extent of right auditory cortex sensitive to increasing spectral information. The extent of this spectral-related cortex could affect the strength of early cortical responses measured by Schneider et al. (2002 Schneider et al. ( , 2005 . Although the manner of volumetric measurement differs substantially between these studies, it appears clear that anatomical variations in HG affect the way spectral information is processed both at a basic acoustic processing level and in forming a perceptual strategy.
Microanatomical asymmetries of auditory cortex
A number of microanatomical differences between left and right HG provide some insight into potential mechanisms by which auditory cortical structure may affect the way it processes acoustic information. Fast temporal processing requires a maximally efficient organization coupled with optimized transfer times, whereas processing fine spectral differences requires a denser, more interconnected neural network. Primary auditory cortex is organized in columns of neuronal clusters, with cells within a neuronal column sharing functional properties. Neuronal columns in left HG are wider in diameter and spaced further apart (Seldon, 1981) . Additionally, intercolumn connections are less tangled and more highly myelinated on the left, allowing faster, more efficiently routed transmission of information (Seldon, 1982; Anderson et al., 1999; Sigalovsky et al., 2006) . Columns in right HG are closer together and more interconnected, possibly allowing finer spectral distinctions to be coded. Left HG also appears to have a higher density of neurons, with a larger proportion of large pyramidal cells (Hutsler and Gazzaniga, 1996; Morand et al., 2001) . Differences between the way cells in left and right auditory cortex connect to other cells have also been found. Larger pyramidal cells have longer axons, giving the left HG more neurons with a longer reach (Hutsler and Gazzaniga, 1996) . Within auditory association cortex on the left posterior superior temporal gyrus, neuronal columns are spaced further apart with longer interconnecting axons than those in the same region on the right or HG on either side (Galuske et al., 2000) . Additionally, more minicolumns in left HG are associated with more fibers in the posterior midbody of the corpus callosum, where primary auditory cortex is known to project interhemispherically (Chance et al., 2006) . All of these features likely contribute in yet poorly understood ways to the functional differences between left and right auditory cortices observed here and in previous studies.
Conclusion
This study describes a relationship between HG volumetric asymmetry and acoustic processing. The literature concerning cortical structure-function relationships at this level of detail is still sparse. Our data address how normal variations in the structure of sensory cortices may affect the way people process and perceive sensory information.
